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The ability to perceive and produce music is a quintessential element of human life, present in all known cultures. Modern functional neuroimaging has revealed that music listening activates a large-scale bilateral network
of cortical and subcortical regions in the healthy brain. Even the most accurate structural studies do not reveal
which brain areas are critical and causally linked to music processing. Such questions may be answered by
analysing the eﬀects of focal brain lesions in patients´ ability to perceive music. In this sense, acquired amusia
after stroke provides a unique opportunity to investigate the neural architectures crucial for normal music
processing. Based on the ﬁrst large-scale longitudinal studies on stroke-induced amusia using modern multimodal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques, such as advanced lesion-symptom mapping, grey and
white matter morphometry, tractography and functional connectivity, we discuss neural structures critical for
music processing, consider music processing in light of the dual-stream model in the right hemisphere, and
propose a neural model for acquired amusia.

1. Introduction
The ability to perceive, enjoy, and produce music is a core element
of human civilization, present in all cultures throughout history.
Attempts to unravel the neural structures underlying music processing
have been booming during the past two decades and studies have revealed a large-scale music processing network comprising bilateral
temporal, frontal, parietal, and subcortical regions (for recent metaanalyses and reviews, see Zatorre and Salimpoor, 2013; Koelsch, 2014;
Gordon et al., 2018; Freitas et al., 2018). While distinct brain areas
involved in music processing have been identiﬁed in healthy subjects,
the evidence derived from functional neuroimaging studies is largely
correlational. Thus, the question of which brain areas are critical for
music perception has remained elusive. Throughout the history of
neuroscience and neurology, lesion-based studies have provided the
opportunity to explore the relationships between the lesioned brain
areas and speciﬁc cognitive or motor functions (Rorden and Karnath,

2004; Adolphs, 2016).
A speciﬁc neurological deﬁcit known as amusia (the severe impairment of music perception and/or production not caused by general
cognitive, perceptual, or motor disability) was ﬁrst reported at the end
of the 19th century (Graziano and Johnson, 2015). There are essentially
two types of amusia: congenital amusia (CA), which is a neurodevelopmental disorder, and acquired amusia (AA), which is caused by
brain damage resulting from a neurological disorder. While both CA
and AA share the core symptoms of amusia, their neural mechanisms
are likely to diﬀer: CA is a developmental deﬁcit in acquiring musical
syntax and tonal representations that hampers the early development of
the music processing network and leads to lifelong, often heterogeneous
impairments with music (Stewart, 2008; Omigie et al., 2012). In contrast, AA reﬂects a clear-cut transition from a previously normal to a
deﬁcient music processing system caused by a brain lesion (e.g. stroke).
This transition creates a unique opportunity to examine and pin down
the neural structures that are most critical – and causally linked – to
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2. Structural and functional neural correlates of acquired amusia

music perception (Price and Friston, 2002; Rorden and Karnath, 2004).
The neural basis of CA has been relatively well mapped using
modern structural neuroimaging methods, such as voxel-based morphometry (VBM) and diﬀusion tensor imaging (DTI), as well as functional and neurophysiological neuroimaging methods, including electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) and
functional MRI (fMRI; for recent reviews, see Tillmann et al., 2015;
Peretz, 2016). Studies on CA have provided evidence of reduced white
matter concentration and abnormalities in grey matter volume (GMV)
or cortical thickness in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the superior
temporal gyrus (STG), predominantly in the right (Hyde et al., 2006,
2007; Albouy et al., 2013) but also in the left (Mandell et al., 2007)
hemisphere. In addition, CA has been associated with reduced volume
of the arcuate fasciculus (AF) interconnecting these frontotemporal
structures (Loui et al., 2009). However, conﬂicting DTI results have
been published leaving the tract deﬁcit evidence in CA unsettled (Chen
et al., 2015). There is also some controversy regarding the functional
role of the auditory cortex in CA, with fMRI and MEG studies indicating
either normal (Hyde et al., 2011; Norman-Haignere et al., 2016) or
abnormal (Albouy et al., 2013, 2015; Albouy et al., 2019) processing of
pitch changes or tonal memory in the right STG. However, current
evidence suggests that in CA conscious attention to and cognitive
analysis of musical pitch information in right frontal regions, especially
in the IFG, fails due to reduced functional connectivity between the IFG
and STG (Peretz et al., 2005, 2009; Hyde et al., 2011; Albouy et al.,
2015; Zendel et al., 2015; Leveque et al., 2016; Norman-Haignere et al.,
2016). CA is currently considered as a disconnection syndrome caused
by anomalous recurrent processing in the right frontotemporal (dorsal)
network (Peretz, 2016).
In contrast to CA, the exploration of the neural basis of AA has
previously been limited to descriptive symptom-led studies of individual cases and lesion-led studies of patient groups (for a review, see
Stewart et al., 2006). Methodologically, these studies have been limited
by small sample sizes and by both low temporal (data collected only
from a single time point) and spatial accuracy, with lesion areas reported at gross (lobar, hemispheric) anatomical level and not quantiﬁed. Consequently, the conclusions on the location and laterality of the
lesion and the type of consequent musical deﬁcit have been coarse and
inconsistent. As shown in Fig. 1, which is an updated ﬁgure of the
previous distinguished review on AA by Stewart et al. (2006), the lesion
sites reported in previous case and group studies include multiple
temporal, frontal, parietal, insular, and striatal areas in both left and
right hemispheres (see also Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). The lesioned areas largely overlap for deﬁcits in spectral (e.g., pitch, timbre)
and temporal (e.g., rhythm, tempo) musical features, although right
temporal lesions are predominant, especially for spectral deﬁcits. The
few EEG and MEG studies of AA stroke patients have used auditory
oddball paradigms and shown reduced evoked responses to novel
sounds reﬂecting impaired attentional processing (P3a, P3b; Münte
et al., 1998; Johannes et al., 1998) and to pitch and duration changes
reﬂecting impaired auditory sensory memory (MMN; Kohlmetz et al.,
2001; Särkämö et al., 2010), but have not localized the neural sources
of these aberrant responses.
Modern neuroimaging methods, including voxel-based lesionsymptom mapping (VLSM; a method that goes beyond single case studies to identify brain regions that cause speciﬁc symptoms when lesioned), VBM, DTI, and fMRI have been utilized to map the structural
and functional neural correlates of AA in studies published only very
recently. In this article, we review the current knowledge about the
neural basis of AA and its recovery, and we brieﬂy outline a neural
model of the key structural and functional changes in AA and discuss
their role in the recovery process and in light of normal music processing.

2.1. Voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping
Lesion-symptom relationships can be explored with VLSM, which
uses the same voxel-based approach as other neuroimaging techniques
(Bates et al., 2003). Since 2004, VLSM has been successfully used in
uncovering the lesion patterns of aphasia (Dronkers et al., 2004; Geva
et al., 2012; Mirman et al., 2015), but it has been applied in AA only
recently. In two studies of stroke patients (Sihvonen et al., 2016, 2017a)
VLSM was used in conjunction with Scale and Rhythm subtests of the
Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA; Peretz et al., 2003),
gold standard assessment for amusia, and in one study (Hirel et al.,
2017) with a music (melodic) short-term memory task similar to the
MBEA. In their study of 20 chronic stroke patients, Hirel et al. (2017)
found that lesions in the insula and frontoparietal operculum were associated with deﬁcits in performing the music task, but the lesion laterality was not determined, as the left and right lesions were combined. Using a larger cohort (N = 90), Sihvonen et al. (2016, 2017a)
followed stroke patients with left (N = 43) and right (N = 47) lesions
from the acute to 6-month post-stroke stage. At the acute stage, AA was
associated with a speciﬁc lesion pattern comprising right temporal
[STG, middle temporal gyrus (MTG)] and subcortical (striatum, globus
pallidus) regions as well as the right insula, IFG, and hippocampus
(Fig. 2A). The lesion patterns for pitch-amusia and rhythm-amusia were
largely overlapping, though lesions in the right dorsal striatum were the
most signiﬁcant in rhythm-amusia. In order to compare acute lesion
patterns predicting later recovery of AA, the amusic group was further
divided based on MBEA performance at the 3-month and 6-month
stages, with patients scoring above the cut-oﬀ value of the MBEA
(Peretz et al., 2003) deﬁned as showing good recovery (recovered
amusics) and patients scoring below the cut-oﬀ as showing poor recovery (non-recovered amusics). Lesions in the left IFG were associated
with a better recovery of amusia whereas lesions in the right anterior
STG, insula, and IFG were associated with a poor recovery (Fig. 2B).
These results are similar to the VBM ﬁndings in CA (Hyde et al., 2006,
2007; Albouy et al., 2013) and suggest that the right STG and IFG are
the core areas underlying severe, persistent AA. However, these results
also indicate that damage to the left IFG may result in less severe,
transient AA.
Interestingly, there was virtually no overlap between the lesion
patterns of AA and aphasia, the latter being located in the left STG and
insula (Sihvonen et al., 2016), supporting the dissociation of AA and
aphasia found in earlier case studies (for a recent review, see Peretz and
Coltheart, 2003). Nonetheless, around 45% of the amusic patients had
at least minor aphasia (Sihvonen et al., 2016; Sihvonen, Ripollés et al.,
2017a), similar to the percentages reported in earlier studies (Schuppert
et al., 2000; Stewart et al., 2006), suggesting that musical and language
deﬁcits often occur together. In the healthy brain, speech and music
share neural processing resources in auditory cortical and frontal regions (Koelsch and Siebel, 2005; Koelsch, 2011). However, as the two
deﬁcits can occur separately, it has been proposed that speech and
music utilize overlapping neural resources but also have unique neural
representations in the brain (Patel, 2003). Especially the IFG has been
suggested to be a crucial node for the shared syntactic integration resources between music and speech (Patel, 2003) whereas their processing in non-primary temporal lobe areas shows regional selectivity,
with speech being processed in more ventrolateral areas and music in
more dorsomedial areas, extending into the inferior parietal lobule (IPL;
Tervaniemi et al., 2006; Rogalsky et al., 2011; Norman-Haignere et al.,
2015). The abovementioned VLSM results also provide some support
for the shared resource hypothesis as they delineated lesions in the left
IFG in association with transient AA (Sihvonen, Ripollés et al., 2017a).
There are, however, some notable methodological limitations to
VLSM and to the causality and reliability of the conclusions that can be
drawn from it. First of all, most VLSM studies lack pre-injury data on
105
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Fig. 1. Single case A) and group B) lesion studies regarding AA. The number of single cases / group studies which reported AA after damage to a particular brain
region is shown for both spectral (left) and temporal (right) deﬁcits. The same number is reported in diﬀerent slices (for example, three case studies reported spectral
deﬁcits after damage to left frontal regions, so “3″ is shown in the red ROI in both axial and sagittal slices). Areas in which no deﬁcit was reported have no number.
The diﬀerent brain regions were identiﬁed using well-known atlases (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002; Frazier et al., 2005; Bürgel et al., 2006; Desikan et al., 2006;
Makris et al., 2006; Goldstein et al., 2007; Wakana et al., 2007; Hua et al., 2008). Neurological convention is used with brain regions shown over a canonical template
in MNI space. The ﬁgure is based on the data reported by Stewart et al. (2006; Supplementary Tables 1 & 2) and updated for studies from 2006 to 2018. See
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 for details. AA = Acquired amusia; MNI = Montreal Neurological Institution; ROI = Region of interest.

both local and more distant connections between brain areas (Catani
and ﬀytche, 2005), VLSM results need to be integrated also with information on the integrity of white matter pathways.

performance in the function or skill being assessed, often relying on
self-report or other indirect indices to assess the premorbid level.
Second, VLSM results do not take diaschisis into account and therefore
do not assess the potential eﬀects of functional changes outside the
initial lesion site. Third, naturally occurring stroke lesions follow the
vascular territories of the brain and therefore are not typically focal and
restricted to one brain structure, but are generally larger and encompass multiple areas. Large lesions have been associated with poor
outcomes in aphasia (Samson et al., 1999; Benghanem et al., 2019), and
a similar observation was made also in the recent AA studies, with
larger lesion volumes in those amusics who did not show recovery over
6 months compared to those who did (Sihvonen et al., 2016; Sihvonen,
Ripollés et al., 2017a). Importantly, given that larger lesions can disrupt

2.2. Diﬀusion tensor imaging
Studies utilizing DTI in AA were lacking until 2016, when a subsample of the patients (N = 42) of the study by Sihvonen et al. (2016)
was used to determine white matter pathway deﬁcits underlying AA
(Sihvonen, Ripollés et al., 2017b). Converging results from deterministic tractography (tract level) and tract-based spatial statistics (voxel
level) analyses of acute stage DTI data showed that non-recovered
amusic patients had reduced volume or fractional anisotropy (FA) in
106
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Fig. 2. Acute changes in AA. A) Stroke lesion pattern associated with lower MBEA total scores (N = 90); B) VLSM analyses comparing non-recovered amusic vs. nonamusic patients (red: N = 74), and recovered amusic vs. non-amusic patients (blue; N = 53); C) TBSS analysis comparing non-recovered amusic vs. non-amusic
patients (N = 42); D) Main DT ﬁndings in AA at the acute stage (N = 42); E) fMRI activation pattern comparison between the non-amusic and amusic patients during
instrumental music listening at the acute stage (N = 41), and right frontoparietal network functional connectivity engagement comparison between recovered and
non-recovered amusic patients (N = 24). CAU = Caudate; DT = Deterministic tractography; GP = Globus pallidus; HIP = Hippocampus; INS = Insula;
PUT = Putamen; R = Right.

presented using a block-design with six blocks of vocal music, six blocks
of instrumental music and 12 blocks of rest (no-stimuli) in between the
music blocks. The duration of each block was 15 s. At the acute poststroke stage, amusic patients showed clearly reduced activation to instrumental music in the right STG/MTG compared to non-amusics
(Fig. 2E). Functional connectivity analyses indicated that the amusics
with poor recovery showed reduced engagement of the right frontoparietal network compared to amusics with good recovery, suggesting
impaired allocation of attention to instrumental music, already at the
acute stage. Interestingly, amusics did not show decreased activations
or functional connectivity deﬁcits in the vocal music condition. In fact,
compared to non-amusics, the amusics showed enhanced activation in
right frontal [IFG; middle frontal gyrus (MFG)], temporal (Heschl’s
gyrus, HG), and parietal [IPL, post central gyrus (PCG)] areas, the left
supplementary motor area (SMA), and bilateral medial parieto-occipital
(cuneus, precuneus) and frontal (anterior cingulate) areas to vocal vs.
instrumental music at the 3-month stage (Fig. 3C). As there were no
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the non-amusic and amusic groups or
amusics with good or poor recovery in aphasia occurrence (Sihvonen
et al., 2017d), this eﬀect of preserved vocal music processing in AA is
unlikely to be explained by post-stroke aphasia.

the right AF (long segment), inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF),
and uncinate fasciculus (UF), as well as in the corpus callosum (CC)
compared to the non-amusics (Fig. 2C-D). In contrast, volume of the left
AF (posterior segment) was associated with recovery of amusia. Importantly, all these eﬀects emerged after controlling for potential confounding factors, including education, lesion size, and verbal memory
performance, increasing their speciﬁcity for musical deﬁcits. Overall,
the recent DTI results in AA converge with the right dorsal stream
deﬁcit observed in CA (Loui et al., 2009), but also implicate other (i.e.
ventral) right frontotemporal tracts (IFOF, UF) as well as interhemispheric tracts (CC) in severe and persistent AA. These ﬁndings in
amusia parallel with recent ﬁndings on aphasia indicating that not only
the left dorsal (AF) but also left ventral tracts (IFOF, UF) underlie
deﬁcits in speech processing, especially language comprehension
(Kummerer et al., 2013; Harvey et al., 2013; Ivanova et al., 2016).
2.3. Functional magnetic resonance imaging
Using fMRI in stroke patients (N = 41), Sihvonen and colleagues
also explored changes in activation patterns and functional connectivity
in AA during passive listening to vocal (sung) and instrumental versions
of familiar songs (Sihvonen et al., 2017d). Music excerpts were
107
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Fig. 3. Longitudinal changes in AA. A) Grey (red) and white matter (blue) VBM analyses comparing recovered and non-recovered amusic patients (N = 53); B) TBSS
analysis comparing non-recovered amusic vs. non-amusic patients (N = 25); C) fMRI activation pattern comparison between the non-amusic and amusic patients
during instrumental music listening and amusic vs. non-music patients during vocal music > instrumental music listening at the 3-month stage (N = 41); D) Left
frontoparietal network functional connectivity engagement comparison between recovered and non-recovered amusic patients (N = 24). CIN = Cinculate gyrus;
CUN = Cuneus; HG = Heschl’s gyrus; HIP = Hippocampus; INS = Insula; IPL = Inferior parietal lobule; L = Left; MFG = Middle frontal gyrus; PCG = Postcentral
gyrus; PUT = Putamen; R = Right.

3. Longitudinal neural changes underlying the recovery of
acquired amusia

greater sensitivity to changes in the temporal domain and posterior
temporal regions show great sensitivity to changes in the spectral domain. In addition to the right posterior STG/MTG, the right IPL has an
important role in melodic perception, especially is maintaining tonal
pitch structure in working memory (Royal et al., 2016).

3.1. Voxel-based morphometry
Sihvonen and colleagues utilized VBM in stroke patients (N = 90) to
explore GMV and white matter volume (WMV) changes associated with
the longitudinal (acute to 6-month post-stroke stage) outcome of AA
(Sihvonen et al., 2016; Sihvonen, Ripollés et al., 2017a). While controlling for education and lesion size, poor vs. good amusia recovery
was associated with GMV decrease in the right STG/MTG and IFG, and
with WMV decrease in the right MTG, inferior temporal gyrus (ITG),
striatum, and hippocampus (Fig. 3A), indicating that impaired amusia
recovery is associated with atrophy in areas adjacent to the initial lesion. This atrophy pattern was somewhat diﬀerent depending on
amusia type: poor recovery was linked to right posterior STG/MTG and
IPL atrophy in pitch-amusia and to right anterior MTG/ITG and hippocampus atrophy in rhythm-amusia. The anterior-posterior distribution of the rhythm- and pitch-amusia atrophy patterns along the temporal plane is similar to the ﬁndings reported in both animals (Bendor
and Wang, 2008) and humans (Warren et al., 2005; Jamison et al.,
2006; Samson et al., 2011) where anterior temporal regions show

3.2. Diﬀusion tensor imaging
The longitudinal DTI data linked persistent amusia to a progressive
white matter damage, indicated by increased mean or radial diﬀusivity
(MD/RD), in the right IFOF, AF, and UF as well as in the CC (Fig. 3B;
Sihvonen, Ripollés et al., 2017b). This degenerative pattern was similar
in rhythm- and pitch-amusia for the right frontotemporal tracts (IFOF,
AF, UF), but there were also some diﬀerences. In rhythm-amusia, poor
recovery was additionally associated with MD/RD increase in the left
AF. In pitch-amusia, MD/RD increase in the posterior part of the CC,
which connects the left and right temporal lobes, was linked to poor
recovery whereas MD/RD decrease in the right anterior AF was linked
to good recovery, suggesting that preservation of this dorsal tract
connecting the right IFG and IPL plays a role in the recovery of pitchamusia. Interestingly, and in contrast with the deﬁcient dorsal tract
thought to underlie CA, the ventral tract (IFOF) deﬁciency was the
108
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leading to AA. From ontogenetic and phylogenetic standpoints, the
results linking the right IFOF to music perception is particularly interesting since in humans, the IFOF is known to be present already at birth
(Perani et al., 2011), but it is clearly less developed in monkeys
(Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2012). While the prime neural architectures in AA were right-lateralised, amusia was also associated with
damage to interhemispheric connectivity (i.e. the CC and tapetum),
more pronouncedly in rhythm-amusia (Sihvonen, Ripollés et al.,
2017b). In contrast, damage to left frontal areas (IFG) or left temporoparietal pathways were associated with better later recovery (i.e.
transient AA). Moreover, the lesion pattern in AA functionally inhibits
the engagement of the right STG/MTG in music listening (Sihvonen
et al., 2017d). Altogether, these ﬁndings support the rationale of additional left hemispheric subsystems needed in music perception and
processing, although with right hemisphere dominance.
The longitudinal recovery process of AA is driven by a complex set
of both structural and functional neural changes. Impaired recovery of
AA was associated with atrophy in the right cortical (STG, MTG, ITG,
IFG) and subcortical (striatum, hippocampus) areas adjacent to the lesion as well as degeneration of the right frontotemporal tracts (IFOF,
AF, UF), the left AF (in rhythm-amusics), and the posterior CC (in pitchamusics). Poor recovery of amusia was associated with large lesion size
and predicted by the extent of damage to the right frontotemporal
pathways (mainly ventral). In addition, the amusics who did not recover over the following 6 months had reduced functional connectivity
in the right frontoparietal network at the acute stage compared to the
recovered amusics. In contrast, good recovery of AA was promoted by
increased recruitment of both left and right dorsal streams as well as the
interhemispheric pathways. Amusia recovery was also facilitated by
preservation of the right anterior AF (in pitch-amusia) as well as increased functional recruitment of largely bilateral frontal (IFG, MFG,
PreCG) and parietal (IPL, SPL) regions and the left frontoparietal network.
In language research, two processing streams, dorsal and ventral,
are broadly accepted to underlie speech processing (Rauschecker and
Tian, 2000; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Rauschecker, 2014). The language dual-stream model is largely left dominant, but, for example,
spectrotemporal analysis and phonological processing are thought to be
largely bilateral, and overall the model assumes that the ventral stream
is largely bilaterally organized (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007). A similar
dual-stream model has been proposed to act in parallel in music processing, transferring crucial musical auditory information between the
temporal, inferior parietal, and inferior frontal regions in the right
hemisphere (Zatorre et al., 2002; Rauschecker, 2014; Sammler et al.,
2015; Loui, 2015; Musso et al., 2015). Of the two streams, the dorsal
stream (“where” or “how”) connecting temporal and inferior parietal
regions with frontal areas is hypothesized to be important for evaluation of audio-motor movement and spatial information, whereas the
ventral stream (“what”) connecting parieto-occipital, temporal and inferior frontal areas is involved in categorizing sound to auditory objects, pitch class and melodic contour (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000;
Griﬃths et al., 2007; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Rauschecker, 2014;
Sammler et al., 2015). In aphasia, damage to the dorsal stream is associated with productive impairments, while comprehension deﬁcits
are associated with injury of the ventral stream (extreme capsule, or
rather the IFOF; Kummerer et al., 2013). In the musical domain, it is
likewise possible that damage to individual pathways (dorsal or ventral) would manifest in diﬀerent musical impairments (production
versus perception; Loui et al., 2008; Loui, 2015; Sammler et al., 2015).
If both the ventral and dorsal streams are damaged, due to larger lesion
size or location, it is unlikely that AA recovers. Instead, acquired
amusics with at least one preserved right hemispheric music-related
pathway interconnecting frontal, parietal and temporal regions could
engage recovery as the two streams have been found to share functionalities and mediate compensatory mechanisms in the language
domain (Lopez-Barroso et al., 2011). This rationale is supported by the

strongest predictor of AA in two regression analyses.
3.3. Functional magnetic resonance imaging
Longitudinal fMRI data showed that in the instrumental music
condition, good vs. poor amusia recovery was linked to increased activation in left and right MFG and IPL, left superior parietal lobule
(SPL), and right precentral gyrus (PreCG) at the 3-month stage and in
right IFG and MFG at the 6-month stage as well as to increased functional connectivity in the left frontoparietal network, especially during
the ﬁrst 3 months (Fig. 3C-D; Sihvonen et al., 2017d). Lesion size did
not diﬀer between the recovered and non-recovered amusics. These
results suggest that amusia recovery is underpinned by a dynamic shift
characterized by a widespread recruitment of bilateral frontoparietal
regions at the early stage and more focal right prefrontal regions at later
stage. This pattern was instrumental music speciﬁc as similar changes
were not observed in the vocal condition, which also suggests that the
observed eﬀects cannot be due to deﬁcits in general attentional orientation. In the vocal condition, increased bilateral cerebellar activation at 6 months was seen in the non-recovered compared to recovered
amusics, potentially indicating that AA recovery is associated with less
neural eﬀort in the sensory-motor processing and possible covert motor
articulation of singing (Callan et al., 2007; Brattico et al., 2011).
Overall, the pattern of increased bilateral activation to music in AA
recovery closely mirrors that of language recovery: aphasics who recover show an upregulation of bilateral frontal regions, especially IFG
and SMA, at subacute stage, followed by normalization of activation
with a re-shift to the left hemisphere in the chronic stage (Saur et al.,
2006).
4. Towards a neural model of acquired amusia
Functional neuroimaging studies on healthy subjects have shown
that music perception involves a wide-spread network comprising bilateral temporal, frontal, parietal, and subcortical brain regions
(Schmithorst, 2005; Brattico et al., 2011; Alluri et al., 2012). Studies on
stroke patients have provided similar evidence of cross-hemispheric
network underlying music perception. However, as suggested ﬁrst by
Peretz (1990) and later by Schuppert and colleagues (2000), music
perception relies on initial recognition of global musical structures in
the right hemisphere, supported by the left hemisphere subsystems that
are subordinate to the right hemisphere (Peretz, 1990; Schuppert et al.,
2000). In rhythm perception for example, these diﬀerent systems interpret metre (global) or discriminate the durational values of notes
(local) to process the temporal information of auditory stimuli (Peretz,
1990). In general, spatially distributed brain areas subserving a cognitive function are connected through white matter tracts which form a
network to maximize the processing, storage, and manipulation of information (Ross, 2010). Disruption of the neural network and its connections can lead to a disconnection syndrome and a cognitive-behavioural deﬁcit (Catani and Mesulam, 2008; Thiebaut de Schotten et al.,
2008). In musical domain, analysing musical structures demand various
cognitive architectures which can be selectively impaired leading to a
ﬁne-grained forms of AA (Clark et al., 2015).
Based on the recent multimodal MRI results discussed above, which
extend earlier symptom-led and lesion-led explorations of AA (Stewart
et al., 2006) as well as provide a more precise, spatially accurate, and
comprehensive picture of the structural and functional neural changes
underpinning AA and its recovery, the critical connections for music
perception seem to be located in the right hemisphere, in contrast with
the bilateral large-scale music network observed in healthy subjects.
The core of the lesion area causing AA is in the right insula and striatum
from where the lesion extends to temporal (STG/MTG), frontal (IFG),
and limbic (hippocampus) areas. This lesion area aﬀects crucial frontotemporal pathways, especially the ventral stream, but also the dorsal
pathway, linking the right temporal and inferior frontal regions, thus
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speaking. Both functions engage a large network including sensorimotor areas and inferior frontal regions, but compared to speaking,
singing induces greater activations in the right temporoparietal regions
as well as in right frontal regions (Callan et al., 2006; Özdemir et al.,
2006). The recent AA studies provide evidence on both shared and
distinct resources underlying music and language processing in the
brain. Post-stroke language and musical deﬁcits can often occur together (Sihvonen et al., 2016; Sihvonen, Ripollés et al., 2017a), yet
these domains can be selectively impaired (Sidtis and Volpe, 1988;
Peretz et al., 1997; Tzortzis et al., 2000; Piccirilli et al., 2000; Mendez,
2001; Uetsuki et al., 2016). The lesion patterns giving rise to aphasia
and persistent AA showed clear lateralization (Sihvonen et al., 2016),
clustering in left and right hemispheres, respectively. In contrast, the
stroke lesions associated with recoverable AA were localized primarily
in the left IFG, a crucial node of shared resources between music and
speech (Patel, 2003). In AA, the right ventral and dorsal streams were
the most critically damaged white matter pathways, with the degree of
initial damage to the right ventral stream being the most signiﬁcant
predictor of severe AA (Sihvonen, Ripollés et al., 2017b). As the right
ventral stream is implicated in both language (Hickok and Poeppel,
2007) and music processing (Sihvonen, Ripollés et al., 2017b), based on
the recent results, this suggests that this crucial pathway is a part of the
shared neural network between these two domains with a role especially in the encoding and analysis melodic features important for music
and speech perception. In contrast, the processing of syntactic information in music and language have been shown to share a left
hemispheric network centred upon left IFG and on left dorsal and
ventral pathways (Musso et al., 2015). Interestingly, and in contrast
with syntactic processing, the perception of prosody relies on both
dorsal and ventral pathways in the right hemisphere (Wildgruber et al.,
2006; Sammler et al., 2015; Frühholz et al., 2015). While post-stroke
aprosodia has also been linked to right hemisphere damage (Ross and
Monnot, 2008; Ross, 2010; Jafari et al., 2017), recent evidence suggests
a cross-talk between the hemispheres via the posterior corpus callosum
(i.e. tapetum) is needed to combine prosodic and syntactic information
in language (Sammler et al., 2018). These posterior transcallosal ﬁbers
were also implicated in AA, especially in pitch-amusia (Sihvonen,
Ripollés et al., 2017b), and similar to language processing, it is possible
that the pitch information in music is transferred to the left hemisphere
for syntactic integration via this pathway, as music-syntactic processing
has been shown to engage the IFG bilaterally, but with right-hemispheric weighting (Maess et al., 2001; Koelsch and Siebel, 2005;
Tillmann et al., 2006). Overall, acting in conjunction, the two streams
transform complex acoustic feature combinations into abstract representations and analyse sensorimotor information to be integrated
with these representations (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). The discussed data suggest that normal music perception relies on this dual
route, especially in the right hemisphere. Crucially, the recent results
enable modelling the cascade of lesion-induced structural changes
giving rise to AA (Sihvonen et al., 2016; Hirel et al., 2017; Sihvonen,
Ripollés et al., 2017a) and the structural (Sihvonen et al., 2016;
Sihvonen, Ripollés et al., 2017a, b) and functional (Sihvonen et al.,
2017d) changes that either impair or facilitate recovery from AA
(Fig. 4).

recent results (Sihvonen et al., 2017a, 2017b).
While the structural ﬁndings in AA were largely right-lateralised,
functional anomalies were observed in both hemispheres during instrumental music listening. In addition to the global (i.e. metre) versus
local (i.e. rhythm) dissociation of auditory information processing discussed previously (Peretz, 1990; Schuppert et al., 2000), an additional
explanation is that the critical hubs, meaning brain areas crucial for
enabling neuronal signalling and communication (van den Heuvel and
Sporns, 2013), in the music processing network are located in the right
hemisphere (Schmithorst, 2005; Brattico et al., 2011; Alluri et al.,
2012) and damage to these neural structures manifests in wide-spread
processing deﬁcits during music perception. Collectively, the previously
published studies suggest that these critical hubs are the right STG/
MTG and IFG, and moreover comprise the white matter pathways interconnecting the two regions, similar to CA (Peretz, 2016). However,
the critical connection damaged in AA seems to be the right ventral
stream as opposed to the dorsal stream. As AA can occur also after left
hemisphere damage (Schuppert et al., 2000) lesions aﬀecting the crucial tracts interconnecting music processing areas in the left hemisphere
to the crucial right hemispheric music-related brain regions (i.e. critical
hubs) might lead to AA. Moreover, intact right hemisphere has been
suggested to compensate for the music perception deﬁcits after left
hemisphere damage (Schuppert et al., 2000) which underlines the importance of the right hemisphere in music processing. One other possible explanation is that during naturalistic music listening, more global
auditory information processing is needed, in contrast to local processing (Peretz, 1990; Schuppert et al., 2000).
Moreover, the disparity between the lateralisation of lesion and
functional anomalies could arise from stimulus complexity. In language
domain, the lateralisation of prosodic emotion processing is dependent
on the verbal complexity: As the complexity of the presented prosodic
information increases from sentences with asyllabic to monosyllabic
and to multi-syllable words, the fMRI patterns shifts from being predominantly right-lateralized to bilateral activity (Mitchell and Ross,
2008). Similarly, music contains complex acoustic components as well
as a language component, and therefore it is reasonable to expect bilateral wide-spread brain activations during music listening (Toiviainen
et al., 2014) than during listening to single tones or melodies (Hyde
et al., 2008; Jerde et al., 2011). Taken together, right hemisphere lesions leading to AA might manifest in wide-spread global music processing deﬁcits whereas left hemisphere damage might aﬀect only local
processing and thus lead to small-scale activation deﬁcits.
Music with vocals combines characteristics of both language (e.g.
linguistic syntax, semantics) and music (e.g. melody, harmony,
rhythm). Interestingly, amusics showed enhanced activation to vocal
vs. instrumental music in an extensive network of right temporal (HG)
and frontoparietal (IFG, MFG, IPL, PCG) cortical areas, left SMA, and
medial frontoparietal (e.g., cingulate, precuneus) areas (Sihvonen et al.,
2017d). This suggests that the processing of the vocal component of
music is relatively well preserved in AA and mediated by spared auditory, vocal-motor, and attention- and memory-related regions, similar
to those being reported in fMRI studies of healthy subjects comparing
vocal and instrumental music processing (Brattico et al., 2011; Alluri
et al., 2013; Lévêque and Schön, 2015). Moreover, as there were no
signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the groups in the occurrence of poststroke aphasia, the observed results are unlikely to be explained by
dissimilarities in language processing between the amusic and nonamusic patients. However, this ﬁnding is based on one study and it
therefore needs to be replicated and further studied in the future for
more details.
Overall, neuroimaging studies on healthy subjects have shown that
the processing of music and speech share resources in the brain, but
preferentially engage distinct cortical networks: listening to music activates the insula and superior temporal regions bilaterally as well as
the right IFG more than listening to speech (LaCroix et al., 2015). Similarly, both shared and distinct neural networks facilitate singing and

5. Conclusions, clinical considerations and future directions
While AA is a common deﬁcit after a middle cerebral artery stroke,
with prevalence ranging between 35% and 69% (Ayotte et al., 2000;
Schuppert et al., 2000; Särkämö et al., 2009), it is not routinely evaluated in clinical practice and therefore remains underdiagnosed. The
novel ﬁndings reported in this review enable an accurate identiﬁcation
of AA, based on recognition of amusia lesion pattern reported by VLSM
studies and whether it damages the ventral or dorsal streams or both in
the right hemisphere, and subsequent evaluation of the patient´s music
abilities (i.e. perception and production) using, for example, the MBEA
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Fig. 4. Dual-stream model of acquired amusia. Both the right ventral and the dorsal stream play an important role in amusia recovery, and if both ventral and dorsal
streams in the right hemisphere are damaged, recovery from acquired amusia is unlikely. However, if one of these streams in the right hemisphere is preserved,
recovery is possible due to the shared functionalities of the streams.

in a music emotional recognition task, the intensity of the emotional
experience of music was intact when compared to a matched control
sample (Leveque et al., 2018). This study highlights the importance of
further studying the impact of amusia in emotional processing, as for
example the possible dissociation between emotional recognition and
emotional impact.
Given the quintessential role of music in human life, diagnosing AA
is especially important in patients who are vocationally engaged with
music, such as musicians and music teachers, but also in those patients
who have musical hobbies or for whom music-based rehabilitation is
considered (Sihvonen et al., 2017b). Based on the recent fMRI study on
AA (Sihvonen et al., 2017d), if music-based interventions are considered for amusic patients, vocal music listening and singing-based
intervention could be promising as vocal music processing seems to be,
at least partly, preserved in amusic brain. More particularly, if AA is
accompanied with aphasia, Melodic Intonation Therapy (MIT; Albert
et al., 1973) might still be a viable method of language rehabilitation as
the processing of vocal aspects in music are preserved (Sihvonen et al.,
2017d). However, as the proposed pathway to language recovery using
MIT is through recruitment of homologous language and speech-motor
regions in the right hemisphere (Schlaug et al., 2010) utilizing the right
dorsal stream (Schlaug et al., 2009; Wan et al., 2014), the gains obtained through MIT are likely to be dependent on the preservation of
the right dorsal stream. Amusia is often coupled also with problems in
linguistic (Liu et al., 2010) or emotional (Thompson et al., 2012; Jafari
et al., 2017) prosody, which rely on the perception subtle pitch, timbre,
and intensity variations in speech. This may lead to diﬃculties in everyday communication and social interaction. While intervention studies on AA are lacking, singing interventions have been found promising in CA (Anderson et al., 2012; Wilbiks et al., 2016) and in light of
the preserved vocal music processing observed with fMRI in AA
(Sihvonen et al., 2017d) could provide a tool also in the rehabilitation

(Peretz et al., 2003) as a screening test for amusia. The results cited here
also provide a prognostic tool for AA outcome: initially amusic patients
with smaller lesions and preserved dorsal stream are more likely to
recover. While the current studies focused on cognitive (pitch and
rhythm processing) aspects of music, the hedonic qualities of music
should not be neglected as patients with right hemisphere damage have
shown to have impaired emotional, rewarding, vegetative and sentimental aspects of music (Behne, 1997). In healthy subjects, musical
anhedonia has been associated mainly with selective reduction of activity in the nucleus accumbens, as well as its decreased functional and
structural connectivity to the right auditory cortex (Martinez-Molina
et al., 2016; Hernandez et al., 2019; Martinez-Molina et al., 2019). The
ﬁrst case describing acquired musical anhedonia was reported over 25
years ago (Mazzoni et al., 1993). This patient with a right temporoparietal lesion was observed to have lost the capacity to evaluate
qualitative aspects of music experiences, and specially the emotional
involvement of music, in spite of performing normally in all cognitive
domains (see also following case reports of musical anhedonia after
brain lesions Griﬃths et al., 2004; Satoh et al., 2011, 2016). Belﬁ et al.
(2017) investigated a large group of patients with focal brain damage
with the Musical Anhedonia Questionnaire and the Barcelona Music
Reward Questionnaire (Mas-Herrero et al., 2013) to assess whether the
ability to feel musical enjoyment and reward is impaired after brain
injury (Belﬁ et al., 2017). However, no pattern of brain lesions emerged
that could reliably predict musical anhedonia. Overall, musical anhedonia was rare among the patients, suggesting that musical reward may
be highly resistant to neural damage or that damage in several parts on
the auditory-reward decoding network might induce similar deﬁcits
(Loui et al., 2017; Martinez-Molina et al., 2019). Some authors have
reported cases in which the loss of aesthetic pleasure was concurrent
with AA (Mazzucchi et al., 1982; Hirel et al., 2014). In this regard, a
recent study has shown that while subjects with CA showed impairment
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of AA.
As a whole, music processing entails multiple elements, ranging
from the perceptual analysis of diﬀerent musical components, including
tonality, melodic intervals and contours, rhythm, and meter, to productive elements, such as singing and moving to music, the impairment
of which can give rise to a spectrum of more ﬁne-grained forms of AA
(Peretz and Coltheart, 2003). Although most recent studies discussed
above have utilized only MBEA in testing speciﬁc musical abilities (i.e.
pitch and rhythm perception), their results have revealed functionally
crucial neural components of the music network. In future, further research on both perceptual and productive musical deﬁcits is needed to
determine in depth how the music processing structures function at
network level. This would be promoted by studying AA that stems from
various neurological diseases with diﬀerent symptoms, neural bases
and trajectories. Although this review focuses on the recent advances in
understanding stroke-induced amusia, studying musical abilities in
persons with dementia is encouraged as these patients have been shown
to have pitch processing deﬁcits compared to healthy age-matched
controls, while the function of various other musical modules (e.g.
temporal and timbre processing) remain intact (Golden et al., 2017).
Moreover, studying music processing, both intact and defective, across
diﬀerent musical cultures would provide information on universally
shared musical neural structures. Methodologically, precise modelling
of structural and functional connections of the individual musical
modules is needed, which requires improved MRI methods, comprehensive testing of the subjects’ musical abilities as well as larger sample
sizes and even combination of data sets. In addition, longitudinal
analyses of lesion sizes and their relation to AA recovery are needed.
Application of state-of-the-art multivoxel pattern analysis to the VLSM
(Sperber et al., 2018) and functional data (Zavaglia et al., 2015) obtained from patients with AA would provide even more precise view of
the essential neural structures involved in music perception.
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